USE YOUR VOTE in European Parliament elections on Thursday 23 May to stop Tommy Robinson.

He has announced he is standing for election as your ‘independent’ candidate for the North West of England. We need to stop this racist thug. Whether you voted Leave or Remain, Robinson is your enemy.

Robinson (whose real name is Stephen Yaxley-Lennon) is a former member of the Nazi British National Party. He is also the former leader of the violent English Defence League.

He has done his best to scapegoat Muslims and stir up hatred and division his whole political life. Robinson’s EDL was an inspiration for far right terrorist Anders Breivik, who killed 77 people in Norway in 2011.

Darren Osborne, the terrorist who attacked Finsbury Park mosque and killed a man was ‘brainwashed’ by Robinson’s propaganda – according to Osborne’s partner, Sarah Andrews.

Robinson claims to be a working class hero, but this is a myth. He has always been funded by the wealthy and the international far right – people like banker Alan Lake and Alex Jones, founder of the InfoWars website.

Robinson is a convicted fraudster, who has tried to make a name for himself by using the issue of sensitive child ‘grooming’ trials.

In Leeds, caring nothing for the victims, his antics and attempts at self promotion could have led to the
abandonment of a highly sensitive case. He still faces possible prison for contempt of court.

Nobody should be fooled. Robinson is a violent racist who cares nothing for ordinary people but everything about getting his name in the news.

He is out to create the kind of violent far right street movement we have seen developing in mainland Europe.

He takes his inspiration from the likes of US president Donald Trump and has attended far right rallies and gatherings across Europe and the States.

Although standing as an independent, Robinson is closely linked to UKIP and For Britain. Both organisations have a far right, racist agenda.

Britain is split on the question of Brexit. But the vast majority of people on both sides of the debate oppose racism and the far right. We all have to unite to stop this fascist and his racist friends.

A vote for Tommy Robinson is a vote for racism, violence and prejudice. Use your vote to stop him.

Together against Trump
Demonstrate against world’s #1 racist when he visits Britain

US president Donald Trump is making a state visit to Britain from 3-5 June. He has been an inspiration to racists and the far right internationally, including our home grown fascists like Tommy Robinson.

From building a wall to keep out Mexican migrants to his ‘Muslim ban’ he has whipped up hatred against migrants, refugees and Muslims.

After fascists marched through Charlottesville in 2017 shouting “Jews will not replace us” – and murdered counter protesters Heather Heyer – he defended them, saying the march included “good people”.

His official reason for coming to Britain is to commemorate those who died on D-Day, 6 June 1944. But what role can this man play in commemorating those who died fighting fascism? Trump has promoted the politics of divide and rule. He is a racist, a sexist, a homophobe and a climate change denier.

Let’s make it clear: Donald Trump isn’t welcome here! Join the protests across Britain – and the national demonstration in London on 4 June.